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their works in Larissa, to be taught by distinguished composition teach-
ers, to exchange knowledge and opinions.

In short, our city and our conservatory have been the cradle of modern 
music vanguard for a few days and at the same time the public enjoys 
rare concerts with renowned ensemble musicians Klangforum Wien and 
Greek accordionist Panagiotis Andreoglou.

Instutions in which creativity blooms, education goes up, the cultural lev-
el goes up, our horizons open up, are our absolute priority! 

Good stay to our guests and good listening to the friendly audience.

Deputy Mayor of Culture & Science
Municipality of Larissa

Panos Sapkas

The OutHEAR New Music 
Week Festival is an event that is 
embedded in the principles of 
our cultural policy: creation, ed-
ucation, entertainment, synergy, 
extroversion.

And all this at a very high level, 
as it gives the opportunity to tal-
ented young composers from all 
over the world to compete and 
after being selected to present 
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Symposium and Master Class in Composition



Our mission is to bring together promising composers from around the world in an 
inspiring environment, provide them with master classes and with opportunities 
for the performance of their works, but also allow them to exchange knowledge and 
expertise. We strive to develop long-lasting personal relationships between lectur-
ers, performers and participants and therefore let them profit from one another.                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                      
The outHEAR New Music Week is committed to promoting gender and ethnic 
diversity and inclusivity across its activities. 
 
the artistic committee, 

Christos Lenoutsos, founder
Dimitri Papageorgiou, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Orestis Toufektsis, University of Music & Drama Graz



The outHEAR New Music Week 2019, an international symposium and mas-
ter class for composition under the auspices of the Austrian Embassy, featuring 
members of the Ensemble Klangforum Vienna and the PPCM of the University 
of Music & Dramatic Arts Graz, is organized by the Mayoralty of Culture and 
Sciences of the City of Larissa. It was initiated by Christos Lenoutsos, pianist, and 
It is co-organized by the University of Music & Dramatic Arts Graz, the Depart-
ment of Music Studies of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. 

The outHEAR Symposium and Master Class in composition is an intensive cur-
riculum in composition. Our Composer Fellows work closely with the world-
class performers of the Ensemble Klangforum Vienna and distinguished faculty, 
Klaus Lang, Dimitri Papageorgiou, and Orestis Toufektsis, in one-on-one lessons 
and mentoring, master classes, coaching, rehearsals, discussions, and perfor-
mances. 

Dear members of Klangforum & PPCM!        
Dear faculty!                                                  
Dear participants! 

I am in the fortunate position to welcome 
you to the OutHEAR New Music Week, 
which is held for the second time in Laris-
sa.  

Your presence gives us a breath of fresh 
air. It transforms our city into a center for 
contemporary music creation.

It’s our honor to have you with us!

I hope you have a great time, enjoy all the 
moments and and have an indelible cre-
ative experience.

Christos Lenoutsos, pianist - founder
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REGISTRATION

Dimitri Papageorgiou                                                        
The reconstructive nature of memory as a 
compositional model.

Orestis Toufektsis                                                               
Thinking of sounds vs. thinking with sounds -- 
Why the imagination of musical form can only 
“compose” formal structures.

16:30 

17:30

19:00

FRIDAY, December 6th, 2019 

SATURDAY, December 7th, 2019                                                         

Tom Aitken
An uncomfortable zone.

Alberto Carretero
On the concept of étude in music composition: 
a personal approach.

Coffee Break

Vasiliki Legaki
Musical gestures and the dramaturgy of sound: an 
approach to spatial music.

Shin Mizutani
On parametrization.

Lunch Break

10:30

11:15

12:00

12:15

13:00

13:45
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SATURDAY, December 7th, 2019                                                         

Djordje Markovic
A different view of statics, dynamics and expressive 
subjectivity in music seen through the perceptual 
turn in music llistening.

Andreas Papakostas Smiris
On “Into the darkness” for flute and piano.

Coffee Break

Ioannis Gerhard Paul
Structural Strategies in the Work Omega

Cyril Molesti
The episodic form in Eirôneía.

SUNDAY, December 8th, 2019

Matteo Tundo
Responsorio, for accordion. From the roots of my 
cultural heritage.

Jon Yu
Utility and excess.

Coffee Break

Klaus Lang
Presentation

15:00 

15:45

16:30

16:45

17:30

10:30

11:15

12:00

12:15

 

Organisation: Dimitri Papageorgiou, Orestis Toufektsis



 SYMPOSIUM Abstracts                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                   

Dimitri Papageorgiou, The Interlocking Technique and the Reconstructive 
Nature of Memory as a compositional model. Memory and identity. Variance 
and invariance. Iteration and evolution. The present lecture is an introduction 
to the exploration of the reconstructive nature of memory, as a metaphor for the 
construction of pitch complexes and their dynamic and evolving elaboration in 
my music. For that purpose, I have invented an interlocking technique, which is a 
systematic transformation plan that takes some raw material and creates structur-
ally and aurally similar — and less similar — pitch arrays by means of algorithmic 
manipulations.
            
Orestis Toufektsis, Thinking of sounds vs. thinking with sounds. Why the imag-
ination of musical form can only “compose” formal structures. On the basis of 
some general thoughts about music and the compositional process will be pur-
sued the relationship/interactions/interdependency between (sound-) material 
and formal structure. As next are investigated the possibilities of generating 
formal structures offsides/independently of the preconditions of shaping meth-
ods of the musical material. Finally, some compositional and specifically formal 
strategies and theirs influence/consequences to the shaping methods of the sound 
material are described by means of works.

Tom Aitken, An Uncomfortable Zone. Moving to a foreign country to begin 
studies and build an identity — a feat that I am sure many of us have been through 
— significantly adds to your personality’s palette and range as one is squeezed and 
lodged into directions and situations hitherto unknown and uncomfortable and 
exits with a sense of growth — no matter what the outcome. This Uncomfortable 
Zone, I have found, can amount to an abundance of vvcreativity and ingenuity that 
would be otherwise inaccessible in the previously content surroundings of con-
formability and habitualness. Having to learn another language in order to simply 
learn your studies, changes you as a person; one becomes innately concise, re-
sourceful and direct. It is clear that these skills are transferable to building sound. I 
wish to discuss these ideas further and present examples of my works on which my 
somewhat challenging personal environment has had a direct affect on my sound 
production.



Alberto Carretero, On the concept of étude in music composition: a personal ap-
proach. Traditionally, an étude is a musical composition presenting some practice 
material to improve a musical skill. In other cases, an étude can be a reflection by 
the composer on a musical aspect to develop his ideas around this specific top-
ic, for example the études by Ligeti, Debussy or Cage.In my case, I consider the 
genre of the étude as a musical abstraction on universal themes of the physical and 
sensory world, such as intensity, speed, fragility, proximity, etc. I’m interested in 
exploring musically the different technical, aesthetical, philosophical and poetic 
dimensions of these phenomena. The final goal of this compositional research is 
to create a new form of dramaturgy of listening through a sound universe that the 
interpreter and the listener discover through musical stimuli, choreographic ges-
tures and continuous transformations. For this purpose, instrumental techniques 
inspired by sound design and electronic music are used, as well as perception 
illusions playing mainly with time and timbre.

Vasiliki Legaki, Musical gestures and the dramaturgy of sound: an approach to 
spatial music. If the sound is decoded as an object with physical dimensions, its 
motion, transformation, development, or shift can be understood as a musical ges-
ture that travels through space and time. The organised ensemble dispersion into 
constructed points, and the directed movement of musical gestures through dis-
crete locations in order to create line-segments, form the concept that I call ‘drama-
turgy of sound’. “And this movement in space of music becomes as important as the 
composition of its melodic lines and its rhythmic characteristics. Whether a sound 
moves clockwise or counterclockwise, is at left back or at the front, or any combi-
nation- these are all configurations in space which are as meaningful as intervals in 
melody or harmony” (Stockhausen). 

Shin Mizutani, On Parametrization. What I’ve worked on my composition has 
been dividing and synchronizing “parameter” of musical instruments. I would 
name this new meaning of it intensional parameter. I will explain it deeply on it.  

Andreas Papakostas Smiris, On “Into the darkness” for flute and piano. This ses-
sion will focus on one of my latest works “Into the darkness”  for flute and piano. I 
will provide insights about my sources of inspiration, material and way of working.

Djordje Markovic, A different view of statics, dynamics and expressive subjectivi-
ty in music seen through the perceptual turn in music listening. This presentation 
rethinks the relationship between static and dynamic musical forces that differ-



ently arouse attention and produce a qualitatively different experience of listen-
ing. It begins with Adorno’s remark about the dominance of space over time in 
music, considering further the silence and noise as borderline musical phenom-
ena, which spell out what I have called a perceptual turn in music listening. This 
turn is then used to establish a different interpretation of expressive subjectivity 
in music, as well as to point out a deeper perception-based connection between 
dynamics and statics whose balance might be seen as a classical value of musical 
modernism. 

Ioannis Gerhard Paul, Structural Strategies in the Work Omega. Omega is a 
piece for saxophone, trumpet, viola and percussion. Its frame is at the same time 
a transformational and a peak process which enclosures a great deal of musical 
material. Although these processes are commonly used, as a structural frame, in 
new music today and most of the times in quite obvious ways, certain strategies 
have been used in the piece in order to hide and abrupt them while keeping some 
of their dramaturgical effects and in the same time to make as many connections 
and interrelations as possible so as to justify the big variety of the musical materi-
al in it.

Cyril Molesti, The episodic form in Eirôneía. I propose a detailed analysis of the 
form in my piece Eirôneía (2019), for saxophone, accordion, viola and cello, by 
clarifying in particular the poetic links that connect it to Chateaubriand’s latest 
work, La vie de Rancé. This will allow me to broaden my presentation on more 
general elements of my music, such as the desire to unite in a fluid discourse 
elements that are a priori opposed : traditional sounds and extended technics 
(strong inclination for fragile and unstable sounds such as multiphonics), musical 
moments with a temporal direction and others suspended/out of time, determined 
writing and undetermined one (improvisation that leaves place to chance).

Matteo Tundo, Responsorio, for accordion. From the roots of my cultural heri-
tage. My composition Responsorio, for accordion, comes first of all from a reflec-
tion on the instrument accordion. The sound of this instrument has accompanied 
many moments of my childhood. I was born in the south of Italy, where this 
instrument is very common for folkloristic popular music.
It is unavoidably part of my cultural heritage. So I started thinking about my cul-
tural roots. I was born exactly in the region Basilicata, where is located the little 
city “Venosa”, birthplace of Carlo Gesualdo, that was prince of Venosa. I really 
love the music of Gesualdo, and I deeply feel that his music is part of my cultur-



al heritage. The Responsoria (1611) by Gesualdo are for sure one of the highest 
moment of his production. I took the second responsory for Maundy Thursday, 
Tristis est anima mea, as basis for my composition. My intention was not to set 
the text to music, but to use it as inspiration for the form and for some internal 
structural mechanisms. Some parts are strictly related to the Gesualdo’s respon-
sory, some parts are simply inspired by the text and some other parts refer to 
the ancient psalmodic form of   Responsorio, within there is the voice of a soloist 
followed by the answer of the choir.

Jon Yu, Utility and excess. In my recent music, I have sought to explore the liminal 
space beneath and between surface activities. I work with materials that exert a 
level of energy, strain, and excess that are then reduced and emptied. This process 
attempts to create a musical body that is constantly in flux, and whose internal 
constellation of functions are often permuting. Materials are placed in time such 
that they trace and mark the spaces of their own absence. In this talk, I will present 
some recent pieces that try to capture a vibrancy in this absence. 
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Panagiotis              

                  accordion

Amphitheater, Public Library K. M. Koumas, Larissa                                                                                                                                                     

SUNDAY, 8 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Domenico Scarlatti

Orestis Toufektsis

Domenico Scarlatti

Klaus Lang

Domenico Scarlatti

Dimitri Papageorgiou                                                                                   

Domenico Scarlatti

Music Dialogues
Domenico Scarlatti in conversation with the 21st Century
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SUNDAY, 8 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Sonata K. 394 in e minor

Diminuitionen

Sonata K. 380 in E major

shirohige no roujine. roppiki no kaeru

Sonata K. 450 in g minor

Even the sky screams sometimes too, version II                                                                                   

Sonata K. 141 in d minor

Klaus Lang, Dimitri Papageorgiou, 
Orestis Toufektsis

Andreoglou
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Klangforum

                  

Concert Hall, Municipal Conservatory of Larissa                                                                                                                                               

THURSDAY, 12 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Arshia Samsaminia

Analia Lludgar

Jon Yu

Đorđe Markovic

Shin Mizutani

Works by

Joonas Ahonen - piano
Mikael Rudolfsson - trombone

David Schmidt - trumpet
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THURSDAY, 12 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Gavesht II

Que Muerda y Vocifere Vengadora

Sunol

(inter)actions

Pelasgoi

outHEAR Fellows

P P C M  G r a z

Felix Martl - clarinet
Katherine Oseid - saxophone
Leo Morello - violoncello
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FRIDAY, 13 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Marianna Chalampalaki

Matteo Tundo

Andreas Papakostas Smiris 

Deniz Nurhat

Ioannis Kesmiris

Tom Aitken

Mauro Saleri

Investigations
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Transpire

Responsorio

Prisms

Tropismes (II - V - I) 

Apparitions & Silhouettes

hmm - - ah (ä)

Rifugio nel vuoto

Compositions for a Soloist
by fellow composers of the outHEAR New Music Week

Andreoglou
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Klangforum              

                  

Concert Hall, Municipal Conservatory of Larissa                                                                                                                                               

SATURDAY, 14 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Vasiliki Legaki

Tian-Üh Zu

Alberto Granados Reguilon

Severin Dornier

Ioannis Gerhard Paul

Alberto Carretero

Dimitrios Polisoidis - viola
Björn Wilker - percussion
David Schmidt - trumpet

Works by
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SATURDAY, 14 December, 2019  Time: 20:00

Spheric Relief Construction

Quartet 

Constellation 

adhesion

OMEGA

Biombo

PPCM Graz

Felix Martl - clarinet
Katherine Oseid - saxophone
Leo Morello - violoncello

outHEAR Fellows



We thank our sponsors for their 
kind support!


